1. Inputs

3. Outcomes

Staff time, materials, research, partners, etc.
- 1 Outreach Coordinator for Magrath Library
- No set outreach budget
- Staff eager to assist with outreach projects
- Smaller campus partners in St. Paul (satellite
Boyton office, faculty, institutes, student clubs)

Short term - Learning gains
Medium term - Changes in behavior, attitude, aspirations
* Measure for reporting, program improvement,
and communications!
AKA expected results, intended change, KASA

2. Outputs
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4. Impacts

Workshops, events, products, people trained
AKA deliverables, activities and participation)
- See below for some sample activities

AKA long term outcomes, long term results, end
result, condition change
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Background
Since I began in 2008, I sought
to not only increase our outreach activities within Magrath
Library, but also more from a
Welcome Week orientation
collection of activities to a planful engagement series with the campus and surrounding
community. The activities range from hands-on, virtual, and
passive programming, . In this poster I will highlight a few of
the successful components of our outreach strategies aimed
at various audiences.

Improvements in community, economy, and environment

Data Management
Welcome Week Orientation
Welcome Week Campus Exploration--Students
spend the majority of this day with their small
groups learning to navigate the East Bank, West
Bank, and St. Paul Campus . On each of the Banks
that students are exposed to library resources and
services, with the largest location being Magrath
Library (Academic Survival in Action). Activities include: grilled cheese making highlighting our
cookbook collection, plant giveaway, study skills,
and more.

Connecting Students with Faculty
Through Stress Breaks
Magrath Library offers numerous stress break activities during the
semester, especially during mid-terms and finals. In collaboration
with the animal-assisted interaction (AAI) faculty we offered
animal therapy during finals in 2012, which was the first on
campus. Due to the success of this
project, the faculty member developed a campus-wide AAI program
(P.A.W.S). Boyton Health Service
joined on as a collaborator to sponsor AAI in the mental health services
every Wednesday.
Animal-assisted interactions with Woodstock, the chicken

Over the past few years we have offered data management
workshops geared at graduate students and faculty. This
began in response to the new grant requirements for data
management plans by government agencies (NSF, NIH). The
workshops range from thinking
through your personal data
(music, movies, PDFS) and relating
it to scientific data for undergrads,
to introducing the topic to graduate students, and working with
faculty to create plans for their
Importing lots of data CC By Buster Benson
grants. We now are beginning to collect data sets in our repository.

Classroom Content
Since many of our courses are moving into hybrid and online
offerings, we need to adapt how and what we offer to faculty
regarding information literacy support. One opportunity has
been through in-person and online workshop offerings
around copyright and fair use, in addition to appointments
with our Copyright Program Librarian. Another recent exploration is evolving e-reserves into digital course packs. We also
are investing significant time into evaluating and creating tutorials.

When creating an outreach program gameplan relate it back to your
mission, vision, and learning objectives.

Murray Middle School:
K12-Higher Ed STEM
In 2011, I began working with a
Murray Middle School science teacher who received a local grant to
expose at-risk students to real-work
scientific inquiry. I have worked with
Murray Middle School posters
the class annually to conduct literature reviews around greenhouse gases, and create scientific
posters using that information and their data collected at
Como Park. This not only exposes students to environmental
science issues, but also higher education, while integrating
numerous information literacy standards.

Community Kits
The St. Paul campus is mostly a commuter campus, since it
has only one residence hall and one graduate and family
housing cooperative. We are investigating kits that would be
useful for the family housing units, such as gardening tool
kits, since each home has a flower bed, and there are 30 vegetable plots.
In addition, this past spring we offered two sunlamps for
checkout. We will be partnering with Boyton Health Services
to market the lamps, along with flyers in the dorms and
around campus in the snow and high rain seasons.
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